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MEMORANDUM NO. 20 (1960) 

Subject: Study No. 23 - Rescission of Contracts 

Attached 8S EOChibit I is a proposed statute on rescis

sion of contracts. Several policy questions are involved in 

addition to the technical problem of drafting. The statute 

is discussed in the Comment attached as EOChibit II. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey, 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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ElCHIBIT I 

-. .,..;' 

The people of the State of caJ.ifornia do enact as follows: 

2/12/60 

SECTION 1. Section 1689 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1689. A l1I&r1;"-=H-~ contract not in writing may be rescinded by agreement 

of the parties btay-ftf!eiM-~Ae-._u-*ke-18Rwill8-eases-8i!W.y .. 

[l.--,u-*Ae-ellllstlM 8t-t;8e-paRy-ftf!eUtisg,-M'-el-~-1'8AY-lleill'Y.y 

~--il-~Qk-~i~~*i@R-&eaAMe.-.B*i.~-~i-I~AB¥-€8MS8j 

4.--il-~@9Bs'iew&*'8B,-.814pe-'*-i.-""eP€i-*8-k~-I~ls-iB-8 

~·--iJ-@8RB@R*-81-all-t;ke-et;AAF-l'8pt;'e.t-e. 

'.--Yaie.-*Ae-8i~$aB8e8-l'~Yi&ei-18.-1B-8ee*i8B8-11a,-8Bi-1129-81 

*:ab-88i1.", 1 . 

SEC. 2. Section 1690 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

H$O. [WHill-AfiPlGAWiQl!l8-A~SW-RiSlN'-!l'Q-Rl5SQiG-SQ-RQi-BWl1'J!.!l'-iI'T 
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A contract in writing may be rescinded by a contract in writing, or BY 

an executed oral agreement, and not otherwise. 

SEC. 3. Section 1691 of the Civil Code is repealed. 

SEC. 4. Section 3406 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

3406. The recission of a contract may be adjudged, on the application of 

a party aggrieved, in the following cases onJ.;y: 

13. .. --hl.-aay-ef-~ke-eases-I!ElB'UeBea-Y-8ee't;;I,eB-l'i9] (1) It the consent 

of the party seeking to rescind, or of any party j,ointly contracting with him, 

was given by mistake, or obtained through duress, menace, fraud, or undue 

influence, exercised by or with the connivance of the party as to whom he seeks 

rescission, or of e:DY other party to the contract jointly interested with such 

~; [8J1,.] 

(2) If, through the fault of the ;party as to whom he seeks rescission, 

the consideration for his obligation fails, in whole or in part; 

(3) If such consideration becanes entirely void from e:DY cause; 

(4) If such consideration, before it is rendered to him, fails in a 

material res;pect; from any cause; 

[2 .. } 121 Where the contract is· unlawful, for causes which: do not appear in 

its terms or condit,ions, and the parties were not equa.lly in fault; [U,.] 

[3 .. ] ill When the public interest wil;l. be prejudiced by permitting it to 

sta.n(l" [ .. J ; or, 

(7) Under the circumstances provided for in SectioIS 39, 1785, 1789. 1930, 

C and 2314 of this code, Section 2470 of the Corporations Code, and Sections 331. ' 
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C 338, 359, 447, 1904, and 0030 of the Insurance Code. 

c 

c 

SEC. 5. Secti9Z1 3407 of the Civ:U Code is amended to read: 

3407. [RESeISSI9ll-FQIHGSJAl6!i .. j ill Rescission cannot be adjudged for 

mere mistake, unless the party against whc:a it is adjudged can be restored to 

substantially the same position as if the contract had not been made. 

(2) A stipulation that errors of description shall not avoid a contract, 

or shall be the subject of compensation, or both, does not take aWlliY the right 

to have rescission adjudged for fraud, nor for mistake, ... here such mistake is 

in a matter essential to the inducement of the contract, and is not capable of 

exact and entire cOl!l,Pensation. 

SEC. 6. Section 3408 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

Subject to the provisions of Section 3409, before making application in any 

pleading to have the rescission of a contract adjudged, a party &&grieved must: 

(1) Give the other parties to the contract prompt notice of his intention 

to make such an application Upon discovering the facts Which entitle him to do 

so if he is free from duress, menace, undue influence, or disability; and 

(2) Restore to the other party everything of value which he has received 

under the contract or offer to restore the same upon condition that the other 

party do likewise, unless the latter is unable or positively refuses to do so. 
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SEC. 7. Section 3409 is added to the CivU Code to read.: 

3409. When an application is made in any pleading to ~ve rescission 

!d.1udged: 

(1) Relief shall n~ be denied because of a failure to give or d~ay 

in giving notice of intention to rescind or because of delay in asserting the 

right of rescission, unless such failure or delay has been substantially 

prejudicial to the other party; 

(2) Relief shall not be denied because of a faUure to restore or offer 

to restore the benefits received under the contract, unless such failure has 

been substant1al.ly prejudicial to the other party. 

SEC. 8. Section 3410 is added to the CivU Code to read: 

3410. On adjudging the rescission of a contract, the court may require 

C the party to whom such relief is gl'anted to make any cOJl!P!!lBation to the other 

which justice 5 require. 

SEC. 9. Section 34u is added to the CivU Code to read: 

34u. Where a release is pleaded in an answer to a cl.a1m asserted in a 

pleading, the party asserting the cl.a1m 5 serve and file a reply stating a 

claiJD. to have the rescission of the release adjudged. If a reply is served and 

fUed, the court shall determine separately whether the rescission of the 

release should be adjudged and whether the party asserting the claim for which 

the release was given 1s otherwise entitled to judgment upon the cla:1m. If 

the party asserting the claim is found not to be entitled to rescission of the 

release, the release shall be accorded such effect as it may be ent1tled as a 

C defense to the cla1lll.. If the party asserting the claim is entitled to. resc1ss10n 
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C of the release, rescission of the release shall be adjudged, and the release 

shall be accorded no effect as a defense to the claim; but the court shall 

enter a separate jlldW"'""'t in favor of the party who pleaded or introduced the 

release in the amount of the value of 8lIY benefits which were conferred by said 

party upon the party asserting the claim in exchange for the release. 

c 

c 

SEC. 10. Section 34ll.5 is added to the Civil Code to read: 

34ll.5. When a party to an action seeks to have the rescission of a 

contract adjudged, the issues so raised shall be tried by the court without a 

SEC. ll. Section 1773 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1773. REMEDIES OF UNPAID SETJ.ER. (1) Subject to the provisions of this 

act, notwithstanding that the property in the goods ma;y have passed to the 

buyer, the unpaid seller of the goods, as such, has: 

*** 
(d) A right to [ •• aeHli] have the rescission of the sale adjudged as 

limited by this act. 

*** 

SEC. 12. Section 1781 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

seller having a right of lien or having stopped the goods in tranSitu, ma;y 

~ese!Btl-~lle-*1'AB8fel'-ef-*iU.e 1 foreclose his lien and resume the property in 

the goods, where he expressly reserved the right to do so in case the buyer shouJ.d 
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make default, or where the buyer has been in defaul.t in the payment of the price 

an =easonabl.e time. The seller shall not thereafter be liab~e to the buyer 

upon the contract to sell or the ~e, but ms;y recover from the buyer damages 

for any ~oss occasioned by the breach of the contract or the ~e. 

(2) The {"aasGe.-eG-'i'.e-~-aet-ge-ke*'-'e-Bave-&eea-.ese!aiei-9y 

u-upaiil-seUep] right of an un,paid seller to resume the property in the goods 

under paragraph (1) of this section shall not be held to have been exercised 

untU he has manifested by notice to the buyer or by scme other overt act an 

intention to fJoese!ai] exercise such right. It is not necessary that such overt 

act should be COJDu1ln'cated to the buyer, but the giving or failure to give 

notice to the buyer of the intention to bresel.ail] resume the property in the 

goods shall be relevant in any issue involving the question whether the buyer 

had been in default an =easonabl.e time before the right [ei-.eseissi_] to 

resume the ;property in the goods 'WaS asserted. 

SEC. ~3. Section 1785 of the CivU Code is amended to read: 

not been delivered to the buyer, and the buyer has repudiated the contract to 

sell or sale, or has manifested his inabUity to perform his obligations there

under, or has cOllllllitted a material breach thereof, the seller ms;y ['I;lri;aUy 

.eee!ail have the rescission of the contract or the saJ.e adjudged in accordance 

with the provisions Article 5, Chapter 2, Title 3, Part 1 of Division fourth 

of this code, beginni.ng with Section 3lIo6 [liy-8ivug-alri;iee-ei-k!s-eleeUea 

8e-'I;9-ile-'I;9-'k8-9~epl. 
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SEC. l4. Section l789 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

l789. REMEDIES FOR llREACH OF WARRANl'Y. (1) Where there is a breach of 

warranty by the seller, the buyer may, at his election: 

the goode, or if the goode have already been received, return them or offer to 

return them to the seller,L and recover the price or any part thereof which has 

been paid and have the recission of the contract adjudged under the provisions 

of Article 5, Chapter 2, Title 3, Part 1 of Division fourth of this code, 

beginning with Section 3406. 

(2) When the buyer has claimed and been granted a remedy in any one of 

these ways, no other remedy can thereafter be granted. 

(3) Where the goods have been delivered to the buyer, he can not r.@81!~ have 

the rescission of the sale adjudged if he knew of the breach of warranty when 

he accepted the good, [QP-~~_RQ_~~la_tQ_RQt~_tk~_aQ~QF_wi~aia_a_FQR88RaQl~ 

t;i,mQ-g1:-1;aQ-91gQt~QR-t9-F9IIgiR4,.J or except as provided in Section 3409 of 

this code it he fails to return or to offer to return the goods to the seller 

in substantially as good condition as they were in at the time the property was 

transferred to the buyer. But if deterioration or injury of the goods is due 

to the breach of warranty, such deterioration or injury shall not prevent the 

buyer from returning or offering to return the goods to the seller and [pess~ 

uS-1lB.S-sti&) baying the rescissic:n of the sale adjudged. 

(4) Where the bu;yer is entitled to [ps8shIi-'I;l!s-SMS) refuse to receive 

the goode, or if the goods have already been received, to return them and to have 

the rescission of the sale adjudged, [ad.-s1.ss'I;s-w-4le-IIElr) the buyer shall 

C cease to be liable for the price upon returning or offering to return the goods. 
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If the price or any part. thereof bas already been paid, the seller shall be 

liable to repay so much thereof as baa been paid, concurrently with the 

return of the goods, or il!DDe<i:1ately after an offer to return the goods in 

exchange for repayment of the price. 

(5) Where the buyer is entitled to (nsetila.-4il!!e-eaie] return the goods 

and elects to do so, if the seller refuses to accept an offer of the buyer 

to return the goods, the buyer shall thereafter be deemed to hold the goods 

as bailee for the seller, but subject to a lien to secure the repayment of 

any portion of the price which bas bean paid, and with the remedies for the 

enforcement of such lien allOYed to an unpaid seller by Section 1773. 

* * * 
SEC. 15. Section 39 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

39. A conveyance or other contract of a person of unsound mind, but 

not entirely without understanding, made before his incapacity bas been 

judicially deterDdned,(iB~~~ee.-~e-~eissieB,] mar be adJudied rescinded 

as provided in the Chapter on{RI!sei.lliNil Specific Relief of this Code. 

SEC. 16. Section 1566 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

CONSENT, WHEN VOIDABLE. A consent which is not free is nevertheless 

not absolutely void, but may be rescinded by the parties.z. in the manner 

prescribed by the Chapter on Rescission [,1 or rescission I!!8Y be adjudged 

in the manner prescribed by the Chapter on Specific Relief of this Code. 

SEC. 17. Section 1930 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1930. When a thing is let for a particular purpose the hirer IllUst not 

use it for any other purpose; and if he does, he is liable to the letter 
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for all damages resulting from such use. or the lettor mal' [4>;reaoli-ue 

e8IiUafi-ae-ueney-;reeorietU have the rescission of the contract adjudged in 

the manner prescribed by the Chapter on Specific Relief. 

SEC. 18. Section 2314 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2314. _etiSiQJI-iP-RAINnI!A!N9!f .. ) 'nle rescission of a [A) ratification 

1lIIY be [,I'eseiMeil adjudged when made without such consent as is required in 

a contract, or with an imperfect kDowledge of the material facts of the 

transaction ratified, but not otherwise. 

SEC. 19. section 2470 of the Corporations Code is amended to read: 

2470. (a) SUbject to the provisions of subdivision (b) of this section, 

rescission of the transfer of a certificate may be [;reeeiBaei) adjudged, and 

possession thereof ~~~~l recovered. in any of the following cases: 

(1) If the endorsement or delivery of the certificate was procured 

by fraud or duress. 

(2) It the endorsement or delivery of the certificate was made under 

such mistake as to make the endorsement or delivery inequitable. 

(3) It the delivery of the certificate was made without authority from 

the owner. 

(4) If the delivery of the certificate was made atter the owner's death 

or legal. incapacity. 

(b) 'lhe right to [ifee.'Il.] have the rescission of the transfer of a 

certifica.te adjudged and [;ree~ to recover the possession thereof does not 

exist in either of the following cases: 
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(1) Ii' the certificate has been transferred to a purchaser for value, 

in good faith, without notice of any facts making the transfer wrongf'ul.. 

(2) Ii' the injured person has elected to waive the injury or has been 

guilty of laches in endeavoring to enforce his rights. 

(c) A1Jy court of appropriate jurisdiction may enforce specifically the 

right to [I'eeia.ia] recover the possession of the certificate or to (ftiI@iBtl] 

have the rescission of the transfer thereof adjudged and, pending litigation, 

may enjoin the further transfer of the certificate or impouDd it. 

SEC. 20. Section 331 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

3:31. Concealment, whether intentional or unintentiona.1, entiUes the 

injured party to [l'eseiBi] have the rescission of insUrance adjudged. 

SEC. 21. SectiOn 338 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

338. An intentional and fraudulent omiSSion, on the pert of ODe 

insured, to communicate information of matters proving or tending to prove 

the falsity of a warranty, entitles the insurer to [l'esd_] have the 

rescission of the insurance adjudged. 

SEC. 22. Section 359 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

359. If a representation is false in a material point, whether affirma

tive or promissory, the injured party is entitled to [l'es84Bi] have the 

rescission of the contract adjudged from the time the representation becomes 

false. 
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SEC. 23. Section 447 of' the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

447. The violation of' a material warranty or other material provision 

of' a policy, on the part of' either party thereto, entitles the other to 

[l'es8Ui] have the rescission of' the policy adjudged. 

SEC. 24. Section 650 of' the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

650. Whenever a right to [MsciM.] have the rescission of' a contract 

of' insurance adj~ is given to the insurer by any provision of' this part,L 

notice of intention to exercise such right [l!!IIY] !!!!!!: be [eKeI'd.se4.] given 

[u-all/f-Uae-l'l'f!¥i81l.s] prior to the cOlllllleJ1cement of an action on the contract. 

SEC. 25. Section 1904 of the Insurance Code is amenQed to read: 

1904. In marine :Lnsuranc:e, if a representation by the insured is 

intentionally false in any respect, whether material or :1lII2Iaterial, the 

insurer may [1'8S8!tul] have the rescission of the entire contract adjudged. 

SEC. 26. Section 2030 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

2030. An insurer is entitled to [_dd] have the rescission of' a 

contract of fire insurance adjudged upon an alteration in the use or condi

tion of' the subject matter insured from that to which it is limited by the 

policy, when such alteration is made without the consent of the insurer by 

means within the control of' the insured, aDd increases the risk. 

SEC. 27. Section 338 of the Code of' Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

-ll,,:, 
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338. Within three years: 

* * * 
8. An action to have the rescission of a contract adjudged and to 

recover for benefits conferred pursuant to said contract. Where the ground 

for rescission is traud, or mistake, the cause of action to have a rescission 

adjudged shall not be deemed to have accrued until the discovery, by the 

aggrieved party, of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake. 

SEC. 28. Section 537 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

537. The plaintiff, at the time of issuing the summons,or at any time 

aftenrard, ~ have the property of the defendant attached, as security for 

the satisfaction of any judgment that ~ be recovered, unless the defendant 

gives security to pay such judgment, as in this chapter provide~ in the 

following cases; 

1. In an action upon a contract, express or implied, for the direct 

pa;yment of money, where the contract is made or is payable in this State, 

and is not secured by any mortgage, deed of trust or lien upon real or 

personal property, or any pledge of personal property, or, it originally 

so secured, such security has, without any act of the plaintiff, or the 

person to whom the security was given, become valueless [1-pP6V~aea,-~~ 

sa~ ~ ~ action upon any liability, existing under the 1BWS of this State, 

of a spouse, relative or kindred, for ~e support, lllaintenance, care or 

necessaries furnished to the other spouse, or othsr relatives or kindred, 

shall be deemed to be an action upon an implied contract within the term as 

used throughout all subdiVisions of this section. An action to have the 
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c rescission of fJ. OOIl'trad ~edand to reogyer ,a money j~:iIt tor the 
~ . - - . 

value of benefits conferreCl. under such contractl!lhall be deemed to be an 

action upon an implied contract within the tel'lll,as used th;roughollt all 

subdivisions of this section. 

* * * 

SEC. 29. Section 427 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

421". 'lhe plaintiff may unite several causes of action in the same 

complaint, where they all arise out of: 

1. Contracts, express or implied. An action to have the rescission 

of a contract ad~udged, shall be dEl8lQ8d ft9 bean action 1.IPQ!l M implied 

contract wi thin that tel'lll as \tsed in th11i1 .subdivision of thi!, section; 

C ** f 

C 

SEC. 30. Section 112 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

112. justiee courts sh8.u have original jurisdiction of civil cases 

and proceedings as follows: 

(a) In all cases at law in which the demand, exclusive of interest, 

or the value of the property in controversy, amounts to five hundred dollars 

($500) or less, except cases at law which involve the title or possession of 

real estate or the legality of any tax, impost, assessment, toll or municipal 

fine, or actions for the rescission of a oontract; 

* * * 
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(23) 2/10/60 

EXHIBIT II 

COMMENI' ON PROPOSED STATurE 

LOCATION OF PROPOOED STATurES. The consultant recom-

mended that the statutes providing for judicial reacission be 

located in Sections 1689 II seg. of the Civil Code. The reason 

given was that these sections, which presently deal with 

out of court rescission, are more extensive than the Sections 

3406 II seg., which deal with judicial rescission; therefore, 

the amendments could be less extensive. The proposed statute 

does not carry out this recommendation. Sections 1689 II seg. 

of the Civil Code are in a portion of the Code which deals 

with the rights of parties to affect their legal relationships 

without judicial action e Sections 3406 II seg. of the Civil 

Code are in a portion of the Code dealing with judicial action 

and specific relief. Section 3274 provides: 

As a general rule, compensation is the relief or 

remedy provided by the law of this State for the 

violation of private rights, and the means of 

securing their observance; and specific and 

preventive relief may be given in no other cases 

than those specified in this Part of the Civil 

Code. 

Therefore, the provisions for judicial rescission have been 

placed in the part of the Code dealing with specific relief. 
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SECTIONS 1 - 3. The Commission has made no decision 

on the rights of the parties to the contract to rescind a 

contract by mutual consent. The consultant recommended that 

out of court rescission should be accomplished "only when all 

of the parties have agreed to rescind and such agreement has 

been executed." 

The proposed language of the consultant is similar to 

that in present Civil Code Section 1698, which provides that 

a contract in writing can be modified by a contract in writing 

or by an executed oral agreement. In D. L. Godbey & Sons v. 

Deane, 39 Cal.2d 429 (1952), the Supreme Court held that 

this means executed by one party only, and execution by both 

parties of the modification agreement is not required. It is 

possible that the same construction would be given to the 

consultant's language; but we can't be sure. Therefore, it 

is possible that the result of such an enactment would be 

that the parties could orally rescind a written agreement, and 

if one party executed his part of the rescission agreement 

he could enforce the rescission agreement against the other 

party. The same rule would be applicable to the rescission 

of oral agreements. But the parties could not rescind a 

contract by written agreement. 

Logically. I can see no reason why the rules for the 

out of court rescission of written contracts should be any 

different than the rules for out of court alteration of written 

agreements. To clearly accomplish this, the same language 
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should be used. Therefore, in Section 2 of the proposed 

statute, I have adapted the language of Section 1698 of the 

Civil Code, dealing with alteration, to the rescission of 

contracts by mutual agreement. Incidentally, this should 

close a loophole in existing Section 1698. The courts have 

held that a written agreement may be orally rescinded and an 

oral agreement substituted therefor. even though a written 

agreement cannot be altered except by written agreement or 

executed oral agreement. This seems to put a premium on the 

form of the words used by the parties rather than the substance 

of what they are doing. To make the rules in regard to 

rescission and alteration by out of court agreement uniform 

will tend to eliminate this situation. 

Some dissatisfaction has been expressed with the 

provisions of Section 1698, and it may be that they should 

be modified. This, however, is not within the scope of the 

present study. If the section is modified, the rescission 

rule should also be modified. Until it is, it seems to me 

the rules should be the same. 

In Section 1 of the statute, it is provided that an 

oral agreement may be rescinded by the agreement of the parties. 

This is the existing rule, and I could see no reason to change 

it. The problems of proof are no different than those 

involved in proving the original oral agreement. The consult

ant does not discuss the reason he believes a different rule 

should be applicable. 
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Provisions of Sections 1689 - 1691 which deal with 

the grounds of rescission rather than the procedure for 

effecting unilateral rescission have been transferred to 

Sections 3406 !S seg_ of the Civil Code. 

SECTION 4. This section is amended to include the 

grounds for rescission contained in Section 1689. "By consent 

of all the other parties, n now contained in Section 1689, 

has been omitted in view of the proposals made in Sections 1 

and 2. 

The cross reference subdivision of the section has 

been broadened considerably for the reasons that will appear 

in subsequent sections. Specific consideration of the sections 

referred to should be deferred until the subsequent amendments 

are considered. 

SECTION 5. Subdivision (1) is presently in Section 

3407. Subdivision (2) contains a rule presently in Section 

1690. 

SECTIONS 6, 7, AND 8. The present Sect ion 3408 has 

been moved to Section 3410. The proposed Section 3408, to

gether with Section 3409, embody the policy decision of the 

Commission to require a notice of intention to rescind. 

However, failure to give such notice does not deprive a party 

of the right to request rescission unless prejudice has been 

caused the other party. 

In these sections the requirement of notice has been 

made a condition precedent to the right to request rescission 
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"in any pleading." This was done so that a person who has 

discovered grounds for res~ission may not, by inaction, cause 

the other party to perform in the belief that no objection 

to the contract will be raised, and then raise the issue in 

a defensive pleading when enforcement is sought. This portion 

of these sections has not been considered as a policy matter 

by the Commission. 

In drafting Sections 3408 and 3409, the phrase contained 

in the consultant's draft and in prior Commission drafts (from 

which much of these sections was borrowed), "whether such 

relief would formerly have been denominated legal or equitable," 

has been left out for the reason that it did not seem to add 

anything of value. Only one remedy will be left, and it 

doesn't seem to make much difference what it was formerly 

called whether we say so or not. 

SECTION 9. This section contains the consultant's 

proposed section on the rescission of a release. No policy 

decision has been made on this question. 

SECTION 10. This section expresses the Commission's 

policy determination that the right to jury trial does not 

exist in rescission actions. The Commission may wish to 

consider whether it is necessary to include such a provision 

inasmuch as the legal action to enforce out of court rescission 

has been eliminated, and only a right to obtain specific relief 

remains. The section has been included, though, so that there 

will be no doubt about the matter. 
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SECTIONS 11, 12, 13 AND 14. These sections amend 

certain provisions of the Uniform Sales Act which give a right 

to unilateral out of court rescission. Decisions of policy 

are involved in all of the proposed changes as the changes 

will eliminate the "uniformity" of these provisions of the 

Sales Act. 

Section 1773 merely lists the remedies of an unpaid 

seller. Subdivision (1) (d) is amended to indicate that one 

of his remedies is to have the rescission of a contract 

adjudged, and that the remedy of the "right to rescind the 

sale" does not exist. No cross reference to this section is 

made in Section 3406 as this section does not specify the 

circumstances under which a seller has a right to have the 

sale rescinded. 

The language of Section 1781 has been amended, but I 

believe the substance is not changed. Language indicating 

that the seller may "rescind the transfer" and "resume the 

property in the goods" has been changed to language indicating 

that he may "foreclose" his unpaid seller's lien and "resume 

the property in the goods." Perhaps the underlying logic of 

the Commission's basic policy decision should result in more 

extensive amendment. Although an unpaid seller may give notice 

that he is "foreclosing his lien" and "resuming the property 

in the goods," he cannot tell whether he has validly done so 

until a court so decides. The question before the court will 

be whether the underlying grounds existed or not. The seller 
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can bring a legal action for the breach to recover damages. 

The seller can also forego this remedy and sue to rescind the 

sale under Section 3406 for a material breach. Thus, the 

duality is maintained. 

This duality is probably not as serious here as it is 

generally. The section is based upon the supposition that 

the seller is unpaid and still has the possession of the goods. 

If he sues at all, it will probably be for damages for the 

breach. If the buyer sues, it will be for damages for the 

seller I S breach. Thus, as a pract ical matter, the legal action 

only is involved here. 

From the present language of Section 1781, it is not 

clear that a strict rescission is involved. The seller is 

&iven the right to resume the property in the goods and yet 

sue for damages for breach. Hence, it appears that the under

lying sale or contract to sell is not being rescinded, but is 

being enforced. The seller is merely given a right to levy on 

the goods in order to minimize his own loss. Thus, the proposed 

amendment, by eliminating the reference to rescission, may 

clarify the section. No cross reference to this section is 

made in Section 3406 because "rescission" has been deleted here. 

Section 1785 is amended to indicate that there is no 

out of court rescission. Cross reference is made in Section 

3406. 

Section 1789 is also amended to eliminate unilateral 

out of court rescission. The Commission may wish to delete 
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Subdivision (4). The subdivision, even as amended, seems to 

create a liability on the part of the seller upon the buyer's 

notice. This creates a duality in the application of the 

statute of limitations as well as other problems. The 

situation seems to be fairly well covered by Subdivision (2). 

If the buyer has not received the goods, he may refuse to 

accept them. If the seller disagrees, he will have to sue 

and the action will be for the buyer's breach. If the buyer 

returns or offers to return the goods, the seller will either 

repay the price or he won't. If he does, there is no problem. 

If he doesn't, the buyer will have to sue, and he might as 

well request rescission at that time as well as the price 

that he has paid, for the issue involved will be whether he 

had the right to rescind and refuse the goods, not whether he 

did so. If the seller in accepting the return of the goods 

indicates that he agrees to the rescission, the buyer would 

have a simple legal action for the money paid as the seller 

breached his agreement to rescind. 

SECTIONS 15, 16, 17 AND 18. These are isolated provi

sions of the Civil Code giving a right of rescission. They 

have been amended to indicate that the right is to have 

rescission adjudged in accordance with Section 3406, ~ seg. 

Cross references have been included in Section 3406, except 

for Section 1566 as that is fully covered by Section 3406 (1) 

as proposed. 

SECTION 19. The amendment here proposed involves a 

section of the Uniform Stock Transfer Act. The logic of the 

-~ 



- original policy decision seems to indicate that unilateral out 

of court rescission should be el~inated here, too. 

Section 2471 of the Corporations Code (not amended) 

provides that although the transfer of a certificate has been 

rescinded, if the transferee still has the certificate and 

transfers it to a bona fide purchaser, the purchaser acquires 

a good title to the certificate and the shares represented 

thereby. As this is unchanged, the proposed change in Section 

2470 will not result in any far-reaching change in the substance 

of the Stock Transfer Act. However, the change will mean 

that our act is no longer uniform. 

SECTIONS 20 THROUGH 26. These sections propose amend

ments to a number of Insurance Code provisions which provide 

for unilateral rescission. Cross references have been included 

in Civil Code Section 3406 to all of these provisions except 

Section 650, which is a special section indicating when the 

right to rescind an insurance contract must be exercised. 

The grounds for rescission, as provided in the Insurance 

Code, have not been changed, but the amendments indicate that 

the aggrieved party's right is to have the rescission adjudged 

rather than to rescind. 

There are a number of related provisions in the Insurance 

Code which have not been amended in the present proposal. They 

provide that certain breaches or events "avoid" the policy or 

prevent "the policy from attaching to the risk." Among such 

provisions are Sections 448, 449, 1903, 2071 and 6010. I have 
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not included these provisions as they seem to make the policy 

void from its inception -- or from the specified event. 

Hence, rescission is not really involved. From a policy 

viewpoint, it might be desirable to make some adjustment in 

some of these sections, for if taken literally, an insurance 

company would not have to comply with the notice provisions 

to have the policy rescinded. It could return the premiums 

when a claim is filed (or so many of the premiums as have been 

paid within the statute of limitations period) and insist that 

the policy was void ~ initio. However, no attempt at 

adjustment of these sections was made here because the study 

is concerned with rescinding existing contracts and not with 

revising the law relating to insurance. 

SECTION 27. This contains the Commission's decision 

at the January meeting to apply a three year statute of 

limitations to rescission actions. 

The Commission may wish to reconsider the desirability 

of providing a shorter limitations period for rescinding a 

contract than exists for enforcing the contract. A person 

who has parted with nothing under a contract may give the 

notice required by Section 3408 promptly upon discovery of the 

other party's fraud and return whatever he received under the 

contract. If the other party waits for three and one-half 

years, he may find that he can recover damage. for breach of 

contract and the defendant will be unable to set up the fraud. 
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This is indicated in Bradbury v. Higginson, 167 Cal. 

553 (1914). There, an action was brought to recover $600 

rent due under a lease. The defendant answered that a 

material matter had been omitted from the lease by mistake, 

and that plaintiff had failed to comply with the lease as it 

should read. For this failure, the defendant sought rescission. 

The court held that to grant the relief sought by the 

defendant, it would have to first reform the instrument for 

mistake. As more than three years had gone by since the 

discovery of the mistake, such relief could not be granted, 

and the plaintiff had the right to enforce the lease as the 

statute had not run on that claim yet. 

As a matter of policy, it seems that a person, who has 

entered into a contract through fraud or mistake, who has 

given notice that he repudiates the contract and has returned 

what he has received has done all that he should be expected. 

He should not be deprived of his defense because the plaintiff 

has a longer statute of limitations. fts the defendant gave 

prompt notice, the plaintiff could not be prejudiced by the 

defendant's failure to sue for rescission as the plaintiff 

knew the defendant's position. Even if the defendant did not 

give notice, if the plaintiff was in no way prejudiced by the 

failure, there does not seem to be any good reason to cut off 

the defendant's defense of fraud prior to the time the plain

tiff's right to enforce the contract is cut off. 
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SECTION 28. This embodies the Commission I s recommenda

tion that the provisional remedy of attachment should be 

available in rescission cases when a money judgment is 

sought. 

SECTION 29. This embodies the consultant's recommenda-

tion that an action to rescind a contract may be united in the 

same complaint with unrelated contract causes of action. The 

Commission has made no decision on this matter. 

SECTION 30. This contains the consultant's recommenda-

tion that the Superior Court and Municipal Court only should 

have jurisdiction over rescission actions. The proposed 

section is the consultant's. It probably is not necessary to 

amend this section, for there is no other provision relating 

to Justice Courts giving them jurisdiction to adjudge the 

rescission of a contract, and the other amendments will abolish 

the legal action to enforce unilateral rescission. However, 

to eliminate any doubt, it is probably a good idea to include 

this amendment. 

The Commission should be cognizant of the fact that 

this will force the victims of petty frauds (as mentioned at 

the January meeting) to go to the Municipal Court or the 

Superior Court for relief. 

No policy decisions have been made upon this matter as 

yet. 
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